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INTRODUCTION 
1)  The Book of Job is the first book of the ________________ section of the Old 
Testament.   
2)   The Books from Genesis to Nehemiah span the entire history of the Old 
Testament.  All of the Poetical and Prophetic books fit somewhere in this period of 
history. 

� The Books of the Law (Pentateuch or Torah) relate to the moral life of 
God’s chosen people. 

� The Books of History relate to the national life of the people. 

� The Books of Poetry relate to the ________________ life of the people. 
3) The Poetical Books of the Old Testament come from three different periods: 

• The Patriarchal period = Job (2000 B.C.) 

• The Davidic period = Psalms (1000 B.C.) 

• The Solomonic period 
Song of Solomon = A young man’s love 
Proverbs = A middle-aged man’s wisdom 
Ecclesiastes = An old man’s sorrow (950 B. C.) 

4)  Job is thought to be the ___________ book of the Bible.  It is considered to be 
one of the great religious epics (poetry in historical narrative form) from ancient 
days.  The poet Alfred Lord Tennyson said that Job was “…the greatest poem, 
whether of ancient or modern literature.”   
5)  Hebrew poetry is quite different than what we consider poetry.  Hebrew poetry 
does not have rhyme, nor does it imply imaginative content.  Hebrew poetry is 
characterized by its parallel lines.  Several different kinds of parallelism exist in 
Hebrew poetry. 
 

� Synonymous parallelism = Both lines say basically the same thing, but 
in different words.  (Job 38:7) 

� Antithetical parallelism = The second line provides a contrasting parallel 
to the truth of the first line.  (Proverbs 14:34) 

� Synthetical parallelism = One line builds upon the previous line.  (Psalm 
1:3) 

� Exemplar parallelism = One line metaphorically illustrates the literal truth 
of the other. (Proverbs 27:15) 

In Hebrew poetry the parallels may be in couplets (Psalm 36:5), triplets (Job 3:9), 
or quatrains (Psalm 1:3). 
 
AUTHORSHIP 
1)  The Traditional view:  Authorship is  ________________.   
Traditionally, the Job has been attributed to ______________.  The time, nature, 
and theme of the book fit with this tradition. 

� The story of Job comes before Moses day.  

� The theme of suffering fits with Moses’ concern for the suffering Israelites 
in Egypt. 

� The land of Uz, where Job lived, is adjacent to Midian where Moses spent 
forty years shepherding sheep thinking about the suffering of his people. 

2)  The Critical view:  Critics say that Job was “…probably composed during the 
6th century B. C. by a writer who utilized a well-know folk tale, adding his own poetic 
dialogue.” 
 
RECIPIENTS 
If we accept Moses as the author, the Book of Job was probably written for the 
_____________ Israelites who were being oppressed by Pharaoh. 
 
DATE OF WRITING 
The events of Job seem to have taken place during the Patriarchal period, possibly 
around ___________ B.C.  This is based on the following observations: 

� The family-clan type of social unit was common before Moses’ time. 

� The longevity of life seems to fit this period. Job lived ___________ years 
after his family was already grown (42:16).  This is comparable with 
Abraham’s life span of ____________ years (Genesis 25:7). 

� There is no reference to the Law of Moses. 
The Book of Job, if written by Moses, was probably written between 1485 B.C. and 
1445 B.C., while Moses was in __________________. 
 
 



 
 
PURPOSE OF BOOK 
To deal with the problem of how the suffering of the Godly can be reconciled with 
the _________________ and ___________________ of God. 
 
THEME OF THE BOOK 
“Why do the righteous suffer?” 
 
OUTLINE   

I.  The Disaster of Job 1-2 
II.  The Debates of Job 3:1-42:6 
III.  The Deliverance of Job 42:7-17 
 

 


